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Abstract. Provenance about workflow executions and data derivations
in scientific applications help estimate data quality, track resources, and
validate in silico experiments. The Karma provenance framework pro-
vides a means to collect workflow, process, and data provenance from
data-driven scientific workflows and is used in the Linked Environments
for Atmospheric Discovery (LEAD) project. This article presents a per-
formance analysis of the Karma service as compared against the contem-
porary PReServ provenance service. Our study finds that Karma scales
exceedingly well for collecting and querying provenance records, show-
ing linear or sub-linear scaling with increasing number of provenance
records and clients when tested against workloads in the order of 10,000
application-service invocations and over 36 concurrent clients.

1 Introduction

Data-driven scientific investigations often follow a dataflow pattern where data
progresses through a number of processes as they are transformed, fused, and
used in complex models. Services provide an abstraction to access these processes
through well-defined interfaces and allow applications to be modeled as work-
flows that capture the invocation logic. Process provenance, collected about the
workflow, describes the service invocations during a workflow’s execution and
enables tracking of workflows and services in collaboratory environments [4,15].
In data-driven applications, provenance about the data involved in the workflow
is critical to understanding its results. Data provenance, the derivation history
of derived data, includes the service and its parameters that contributed to the
data creation, and is valuable to determine the origin and quality of a particular
derived data, and for its discovery and reuse in other workflows [15].

The Karma provenance framework [16] records uniform and usable provenance
metadata for scientific workflows that meets the domain needs of the Linked
Environments for Atmospheric Discovery (LEAD) project [14] while minimizing
the performance overhead on the workflow engine and the services. It collects
two forms of provenance: process provenance, also known as process-oriented
provenance or workflow trace, describes the workflow’s execution and associated
service invocations, and is used to monitor the workflow progress and mine it for
results validation; and data provenance, which provides complementary meta-
data about the derivation history of data products in the workflow, including
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the services that create and use it, and the input data transformed to generate
it, and forms the basis for quality-oriented data product discovery [17].

Karma is used to collect provenance from meteorology workflows in LEAD,
where hundreds of simultaneous users are expected to run workflows and query
for provenance at any given time. This article describes our empirical evaluation
of the Karma provenance framework in meeting the needs of the LEAD project
to record and retrieve provenance documents for different workflow loads and
with concurrent clients. We present our experimental results alongside the per-
formance results for PReServ [8,9], a comparable service for recording provenance
assertions, for equivalent workloads.

Several provenance frameworks have emerged in the past several years
[19,18,12,9,7,3,6] that have defined the provenance needs for e-Science and have
applied the systems to different scientific domains. Surveys on provenance have
compared these systems based on a meta-model for provenance [4] and through
the use of a taxonomy [15]. While some of the provenance systems have pre-
sented a preliminary evaluation of the performance of their systems [8], none
have undertaken a detailed comparative performance study of their provenance
framework as we have in this article. Such a study, based on multiple workflow
and query loads, is necessary to determine the overhead of collecting provenance,
and the costs for querying and using provenance metadata under different appli-
cation scenarios. A comparative evaluation also provides additional context to
interpret the results. PReServ was selected as the provenance system compared
against due to several reasons. PReServ is similar to Karma in that it is a stand-
alone provenance service independent of the workflow or service environment,
and it is motivated by the provenance requirements for scientific experiments. It
also provides the ability to store metadata annotations as part of provenance,
that allows us to record provenance akin to that captured by Karma. Lastly, it
is a contemporary system that is being actively developed and used.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we briefly describe
the architecture of Karma; in Section 3, we discuss the hardware and software
deployment used in the experiments; Section 4 describes the experiments for
collecting provenance and their results, and Section 5 does likewise for query-
ing provenance; Section 6 discusses the results of the experiments, and, finally,
Section 7 presents our conclusion and future work.

2 Architecture

Karma collects provenance for data-centric workflows in a service oriented archi-
tecture. Such workflows are composed of services connected as directed graphs,
with each service passing one or more data product as input to the service it is
connected to, thus forming a dataflow. The workflow is orchestrated by an exe-
cution engine, and execution takes place at three levels. At the workflow level,
the workflow engine invokes services with appropriate parameters, in the order
prescribed in the workflow graph. At the service level, the service that receives
the invocation from the workflow engine initiates action by executing a method
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or launching an application. At the application level, the actual task correspond-
ing to the service invocation is performed. Each workflow, service, application,
and data product used in the workflow is identified using a globally unique ID.

Karma uses the notion of activities [16] that take place at different levels
of a workflow’s execution, in space and in time, to collect provenance (Fig. 1).
The key activities are Workflow-Started and -Finished, generated by the workflow
identified by its Workflow ID; Application-Started and -Finished, generated by the
invoked service (or application) identified by its Service ID; and Data-Produced
and -Consumed, submitted by the end-application to list the Data Product ID
of the data it transforms. Based on these activities, Karma builds three forms
of provenance documents that can be retrieved: workflow trace describes all
activities for a workflow’s execution, process provenance captures activities for
a single invocation of a service or application within the workflow, including its
input and output data, and data provenance returns the application that created
the data product and those that use it, all potentially from different workflows.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of Karma provenance framework. At the bottom, a linear work-
flow is orchestrated by a workflow engine and publishes provenance activities on the
workflow, services, and data products as notifications. A listener in the Karma service
subscribes to and receives these notification from the notification broker, and persists
them in a database. Upon query by a provenance client, the Karma service constructs
and returns the workflow, process, or data provenance graph from the activities.

Provenance is submitted by the workflow components, namely the workflow
engine, services, and applications, either synchronously through a web-service
call to the Karma service or asynchronously. In the latter case, provenance ac-
tivities are modeled as XML notifications that are published to a notification bro-
ker that the Karma service subscribes to, making it easier for messaging-aware
applications to submit provenance. For our experiments, we use the asynchro-
nous approach, with notifications published using the WS-Eventing standard [5]
through the WS-Messenger [10] notification broker implementation. The Karma
service persists the activities it receives to a relational database and provides
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a web-service API to query for the workflow trace, process provenance, and
data provenance. The provenance graphs are constructed on-the-fly from the
activities recorded in the database and represented as XML documents with a
defined schema. A graphical interface is available to visualize and navigate the
provenance graphs.

3 Experimental Setup

The components of both Karma and PReServ services run on identical nodes in
a Linux cluster, each node consisting of dual 2.0GHz 64 bit Opteron processors
with 16GB RAM. Karma service v0.3, WS-Messenger notification broker, and
a mySQL database used by Karma run on separate nodes. The PReServ service
v0.2.3 is deployed on a single node within a Tomcat 5.0 web-server container
and uses the default embedded Java database. Clients that generate and re-
trieve provenance run on a separate 128-node Linux compute-cluster formed of
dual 2.0GHz Opteron processors with 4GB RAM. Parallel executions of client
programs is managed by a SLURM job manager [2]. All nodes in both clusters
are connected by Gigabit Ethernet and use local IDE disks for persistent storage.
The services and test applications are written in Java and Jython, and use Sun
Java 1.5 JVM as the Java runtime.

4 Collecting Provenance

Workflows, services, and applications in LEAD are written in Java or as Jython
scripts which invoke FORTRAN binaries. They are instrumented using the No-
tifier Java library to publish Karma provenance activities as asynchronous noti-
fications. The services in the workflow are usually auto-generated web-services
wrappers for applications, to enable their use in a service-oriented architecture
[11]. The provenance instrumentation in the case of workflows and services is
automated. Applications written by the service providers are manually instru-
mented using the Notifier library to generate the provenance activities.

In the experiments for collecting provenance, the standard Notifier library
is used by all workflow components to generate the Karma activities asynchro-
nously. For evaluating PReServ, the default Notifier implementation is replaced
by a thin client that synchronously records provenance with the PReServ web-
service using its client library. The following experiments measure the provenance
generation overhead for different workflow loads shown in Fig. 2.

In both Karma and PReServ, a single invocation of a service in a workflow
generates a set of provenance records. For Karma, the provenance recorded is as
follows: one each of Application-Started and -Finished activities marking the start
and end of the invocation, and identifying the workflow, service, and application
scope in which the invocation took place; and one Data-Consumed or -Produced
activity for each data product used or created during the invocation, containing
the Data Product ID, its location, usage or creation time, and its size [16]. In the
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Fig. 2. Types of workflows and services used to generate provenance for experiments.
The rectangles denote the service in the workflow and the arrows are the invocation
order or data flow. The arrows are labeled with the number of data products that flow
between services.

case of PReServ, a service invocation generates three types of provenance asser-
tions: one Interaction assertion that establishes the occurrence of the invocation
by providing the source and sink of the service invocation along with a unique
ID for that interaction; one Actor State assertion with the list of data products
produced and consumed during that interaction, identified by their Data Product
IDs; and two Relationship assertions that respectively associate the Interaction
assertion with the produced and consumed data present in the Actor State as-
sertion [8]. PReServ optionally allows for recording the SOAP message for the
service invocation in the assertions but this is not used in any of the experiments.

4.1 Single Service

The first experiment evaluates the performance of recording provenance for a
single service as the number of service invocations and the number of provenance
records already present in the provenance service increase. The simple “building-
block” service shown in Fig. 2(a) acts as a client that generates provenance about
its invocation. It is modeled as a Java application that takes 10 data products as
input and generates as many as output, doing no computation or I/O operations
other than record provenance. This building-block service is repeatedly invoked
from a test harness running in the same JVM, and, for each invocation, the
service records a set of provenance records describing its invocation.

As noted earlier, for this service invocation, Karma generates two activities
marking the start and end of the application and 20 activities on the data prod-
ucts used and created. These map to four notifications that are published. While
the Application-Started and -Finished activities are published as two individual
notifications, the set of 10 Data-Consumed and 10 Data-Produced activities are
batched as two notifications. PReServ generates one Interaction assertion, one
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Actor State assertion, and two Relationship assertions, for a total of 4 provenance
assertions. Karma and PReServ represent their provenance activities and asser-
tions as XML documents, and for this single service invocation, the total size of
all XML provenance documents recorded in both cases is about 10KB.

Fig. 3. Total time to record provenance (Y axis) for “building block” service as the
number of service invocations per trial (bottom X axis) and the number of provenance
records present with the provenance service (top X axis) increase. Each trial is averaged
over 50 iterations. Barring two points, the standard error for all averages are under
5%; it is under 10% for all points.

Figure 3 shows the total time taken to record the provenance for all service
invocations in a trial as the number of invocations in a trial increase from 25 to
250 along the bottom X axis. As the trials progress, the records accumulating
with the provenance services are shown in the top X axis. As the number of
invocations rise, Karma shows a linear behavior in provenance recording time,
averaging 74ms per invocation for 250 invocations when there are over 1.5 mil-
lion provenance activities (68,750 invocations × 22 activities per invocation) in
the Karma service. This also exhibits a sub-linear recording time against the
number of records present in the service. Publishing provenance activities asyn-
chronously as notifications insulates the clients from potential fluctuations in the
backend store, although for the workloads that are used, synchronous recording
of activities shows similar results too.

PReServ shows super-linear trend as the number of invocations increases from
25 to 175. While taking lesser time at 7.95 seconds for 175 invocations compared
to Karma’s 11.78 seconds, beyond that the recording time rises quadratically,
with 250 invocations taking 20.52 seconds. However, the time increases almost
linearly against the number of records present in the service. This indicates that
the performance limitation of PReServ is imposed by its backend store used
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to persist provenance records. PReServ shreds and stores the XML provenance
records into an embedded Java database that allows for easy portability and
deployment, but this experiment shows the limitations of such an approach in
scaling beyond 140,000 records (after 175 invocations).

4.2 Simultaneous Linear Workflows

This experiment evaluates the scalability of collecting provenance as the num-
ber of concurrent clients generating provenance grows. A simple linear workflow
composed of 10 building-block services connected linearly is used as shown in
Fig. 2(b). This workflow provides a uniform load under which the provenance
systems can be compared, with each workflow run generating 220 Karma ac-
tivities (40 notifications) and 40 PReServ assertions from the 10 services. Each
workflow is started simultaneously on multiple hosts as parallel jobs and a work-
flow controller program invokes the 10 services in sequence within the same JVM
and iterates over 50 trials.

Fig. 4. Times to record provenance for linear workflows with the number of workflows
running simultaneously. The left Y axis bar graph shows the average time (over 50
iterations) taken by each workflow to complete as the number of parallel workflows
increase along X axis. The data points are labeled with the average time. The right Y
axis line graph has the total time for all 50 iterations of each trial to complete and is
scaled by 50 times the left Y axis. The standard error for the average workflow time is
between 5–15% for Karma and under 3% for PReServ.

Figure 4 shows the time for each workflow run (bar graph on left Y axis)
averaged over 50 iterations and the total time for the 50 iterations (line graph on
right Y axis) as the number of concurrent workflows increases from 4 to 36 along
the X axis. Karma and PReServ show similar performance until 8 concurrent
workflow clients, taking an average of less than two seconds per workflow with
8 workflows. As the parallelism increases from 12 to 20, PReServ outperforms
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Karma but begins to display super-linear behavior. Karma shows good scalability
by maintaining a linear trend throughout, averaging 18 seconds per workflow
with 36 parallel clients, compared to 56 seconds for PReServ, which is at best a
quadratic trend. This may partially be attributed to the increase in the number
of records stored in PReServ, as observed earlier. The standard error for the
average workflow time for Karma is between 5–15% while PReServ has more
uniform provenance recording time with standard error under 3%.

4.3 Simultaneous Complex Workflows

In order to measure provenance collection performance under realistic work-
loads, a mesoscale storm prediction workflow from the LEAD project is used in
this experiment. Figure 2(c) shows a synthetic workflow involving four parallel
Weather Research & Forecasting (WRF) applications that repeat 10 times. The
services perform no computation or I/O but generate the same provenance as a
real WRF workflow would – 2657 Karma activities (252 notifications) and 252
PReServ assertions from the nine services in the workflow. Such a simulated
workflow accelerates gathering of performance results; a real WRF workflow for
this experiment configuration requires the use of 320 compute nodes for 1 week.
Also, a sample run of the WRF workflow showed high error margins due to I/O
contention by the applications, precluding accurate determination of the prove-
nance overhead. In an ideal situation, the computation and I/O time for the real
applications should remain constant across concurrent runs, and the synthetic
workflow that is used in its stead duplicates such a scenario.

Figure 5 shows the time taken to run the WRF workflow as the number of
concurrent workflows increase from 1 to 20. Such a workload is typical in the
LEAD system where numerous users simultaneously run such complex workflows
[13]. The average time each workflow takes over 25 iterations is shown in the bar
graph on the left Y axis and the total time for all workflows to complete 25
iterations is the line graph on the right Y axis while the X axis shows increasing
parallelism. As in the previous experiment, Karma achieves linearity while PRe-
Serv shows super-linear behavior as concurrency increases. The unsynchronized
forks and joins of the four ensemble WRF applications from different workflow
instances causes the graph to be relatively flat up to 8 concurrent workflows. In
this experiment and the previous, there is a marked increase in the average work-
flow run time for both Karma and PReServ beyond about 8 parallel workflows.
This is likely due to the provenance services reaching a hardware or OS imposed
limit, such as network socket availability or bandwidth. The trial for 20 concur-
rent workflows could not be completed for PReServ since the local disk used by
it ran out of disk space. PReServ takes 8GB to store the provenance records
for 16 concurrent workflows while Karma’s mySQL database uses 700MB – an
order of magnitude difference in the storage overhead for the two systems.

4.4 Number of Data Products

Karma stores fine-grained information about the data provenance that requires
an activity for each data product consumed or produced by a service. Each data
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Fig. 5. Average and total time to record provenance for synthetic WRF workflows
running in parallel. Left Y axis bar graph represents the average time for each WRF
run to complete when averaged over 25 iterations as the number of parallel WRF
workflows increases along X axis. The data points are marked with this average time.
The right Y axis line graph shows the total time for all 25 iterations to complete, and
hence is scaled by 25 times the left Y axis. The trial for 20 concurrent workflows using
PReServ could not be completed. The standard error for all averages is below 1%.

product activity contains information such as the Data Product ID, creation
time, and size, in addition to information about the workflow component that
generated it. These allow Karma to natively build the data provenance for any
data product involved in various workflows. PReServ does not prescribe any
particular metadata to be provided for data provenance and allows any metadata
to be submitted as part of its Actor State assertion. For the experiments, the
Actor State assertion for a service carries the essential information about all data
products involved in its invocation, namely their Data Product IDs.

This experiment estimates the provenance collection overhead as the number
of data products involved in a service invocation increases. The single linear
workflow shown in Fig. 2(b) is used to generate provenance, but suitably modified
so that the constituent services consume and produce progressively increasing
number of data products – from 25 to 250 each, for a total of 250 to 2500 data
products per workflow.

In Fig. 6, the Y axis shows the average time to record provenance for each
workflow as the total number of data products involved in a workflow increase
along the X axis. There is negligible difference between the performance of
Karma and PReServ for 250 data products used in the workflow. Beyond this,
the average time to record provenance using Karma increases linearly with the
number of data products, taking 10.77 seconds for the workflow involving 2000
data products. This rise correlates with the increase in the size and complexity of
the data product batch XML notifications that contain the Data-Produced and
-Consumed activities for each service invocation. PReServ shows a near-constant
time for recording provenance as the number of data products increase and this
can be attributed to the fact that the minimum information it stores about the
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Fig. 6. Average time to record provenance from linear workflow with increasing data
products involved in each workflow. The average time over 100 iterations is along the
Y axis and labeled at the data points. The lower X axis has the total number of data
products involved in the workflow. The upper X axis has the number of data products
produced and consumed by each service in the workflow, and is scaled to 10 times the
lower X axis since there are 10 services in a workflow.

data products in the Actor State assertion is represented using a simpler XML
document. In the LEAD project, 95% of workflows involve less than 250 data
products [13] and the performance of Karma for those workflows is comparable
to PReServ’s. The advantage of being able to record and query data provenance
natively offsets the increase in overhead for the other 5% of workflows.

5 Querying for Provenance

Karma builds three types of provenance documents from the activities, namely
workflow trace, process provenance, and data provenance. It provides a web-
service interface to retrieve these based on the Workflow ID, Service ID, and
Data Product ID respectively. The PReServ web-service allows provenance re-
trieval using XQueries, and two simple XPath queries that return all Interaction
assertions for a given Workflow ID and for a given Service ID form the equiva-
lent of workflow trace and process provenance queries in Karma. Building data
provenance using PReServ requires a more complex query over Interaction, Actor
State, and Relationship assertions and is hence omitted for these experiments.

For the following tests, the provenance services are loaded with provenance
records for workflow runs and queried for through their web-service APIs from
Java clients using the respective client libraries provided by the systems. In
the case of Karma, provenance for 1000 linear workflows like those in Fig. 2(b)
are loaded, with each service consuming and producing 10 data products. This
translates to 10,000 service invocations or 220,000 provenance activities present
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in Karma. PReServ is loaded with only 100 linear workflows like those in Fig. 2(b)
and corresponds to provenance for 1000 service invocations or 4000 provenance
assertions. The factor of 10 difference in the number of workflows recorded with
Karma (1000 workflows) and PReServ (100 workflows) is because PReServ is
unable to complete queries over 1000 workflows, requiring memory in excess of
the 4GB assigned to it, thus imposing a bound on its query scalability.

5.1 Query Result Size

This experiment measures the query response time as the number of provenance
records retrieved increases. For the each of the three provenance types, a single
client queries by Workflow ID, by Service ID, and by Data Product ID respec-
tively, making one call to the provenance service per provenance document. For
Karma, the queries fetch between 0.01% and 10% of provenance documents,
distributed uniformly to prevent any locality advantage. This translates to re-
trieving between 1–100 workflow traces out of 1000 available, 10–1000 process
provenance out of 10,000 available, and 100–10,000 data provenance documents
out of 100,000 available. For PReServ, the queries return between 1–10 workflow
traces of 100 available, and 1–100 process provenance documents out of 1000 ser-
vice invocations available. Each query is averaged over 50 trials and the response
time plotted as a log–log graph shown in Fig. 7.

The X axis of the plot shows the resultset size from each type of query and the
Y axis shows the average response time of the query, both these axes being in the
logarithmic scale. All three query types for Karma and both types for PReServ
are parallel to the central diagonal on the log–log plot, implying that they all
have linear characteristics. But the slopes for the linear equations are markedly
different. Karma conservatively takes a factor of 50 lesser time than PReServ
for workflow trace queries (e.g. 0.49 seconds vs. 26.9 seconds for retrieving 10
workflow trace documents) and a factor of 200 lesser time for process provenance
queries (e.g. 0.97 seconds vs. 209.5 seconds for querying 100 process provenance
records). The query response time for data provenance is also low for Karma at
55.86 seconds for 10,000 data provenance records. The scalability of Karma in
responding to queries can be attributed to mapping the provenance activities
from an XML schema to a relational schema for storage, and the provenance
queries translate to SQL queries that leverage indices present on key fields.
PReServ provides an XQuery interface for querying over provenance records
and its database does not utilize any indices [1]. This causes all provenance
records to be accessed for resolving a query, which also leads to it running out
of memory when 1000s of records are queried over.

5.2 Simultaneous Query Clients

This experiment evaluates the scalability of the provenance service as the number
of parallel clients querying for provenance records increases from 1 to 48. This
is performed only for Karma since PReServ is less optimized for querying and
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Fig. 7. Query response time to retrieve provenance with increasing number of records
returned. The average time to respond to each type of query is along the Y axis and
the number of records that the query fetches increases along the X axis. Both axes are
in logarithmic scale. The averages times are over 50 iterations; the standard errors for
the response times for Karma is under 6% for all but 3 data points, and for PReServ
is under 3% for all data points.

Fig. 8. Query response time to retrieve 20 workflow trace, 200 process provenance, and
200 data provenance from increasing number of concurrent query clients. The average
query time over 50 iterations is shown on the left Y axis bar graph, the data points
being labeled with this value. The total time to complete the 50 iterations is the line
graph on the right Y axis, and is accordingly scaled by 50 times compared to the left
Y axis. The X axis shows the increasing number of parallel query clients. The standard
errors for all averages are under 4%.

hence results collected for it are less relevant. For the three types of provenance
queries, each Karma client retrieves 20 workflow traces, 200 process provenance,
and 200 data provenance documents respectively.
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Figure 8 shows the average query response time for each query type along
the left Y axis as the number of concurrent clients increases along the X axis.
The times are averaged over 50 iterations with the total time for all clients
to complete the 50 iterations shown on the right Y axis. Karma shows a sub-
linear trend as the number of clients increases beyond 8, taking an average of
3.32 seconds and 25.13 seconds respectively to retrieve the workflow trace from
8 and 48 clients. The results for process and data provenance queries similarly
exhibit good scalability. As seen when submitting provenance from concurrent
clients, the slope increases when the number of clients goes beyond 8 and may
be attributed to an OS or machine threshold being reached.

6 Discussion

The above experiments establish the scalability of Karma for collecting and
querying provenance over hundreds of thousands of services and from numerous
clients. The workloads used in the experiments are typical in large collaboratory
scientific projects like LEAD [13]. Provenance collection for Karma shows a linear
trend with a low slope for both increasing number of service invocations and
for increasing levels of concurrent clients, and performs better than PReServ in
these experiments. PReServ shows better characteristics with increasing number
of data products, taking constant time unlike Karma which takes linearly time.
However, it remains comparably low for Karma in 95% of the use cases for
LEAD, that involve less than 250 data products per workflow. Querying Karma
for workflow trace, process provenance, and data provenance increases in at most
linear time as the number of results retrieved and the number of clients increase,
and it uniformly performs better than PReServ.

The difference in performance of Karma and PReServ is due both to design
choices and their implementations. Karma and PReServ share several features.
They are both stand-alone provenance frameworks and define different types of
messages to record provenance, synchronously or asynchronously, from a work-
flow’s execution – Karma using activities and PReServ using assertions. How-
ever, PReServ takes an open ended approach to defining provenance assertions,
requiring just a few fields to determine the workflow provenance and allowing ad-
ditional user-defined annotations to be submitted as part of the assertions. While
this flexibility may be required for certain applications, it tends to overlap with
the functionality provided by existing information services like metadata catalogs
and registries for data products and services. Such flexibility may also impose
limitations on its implementation, contributing to reduced performance and scal-
ability. Also lacking is inherent support for tracking data provenance, being left
to the user to define it as annotations. Karma’s activities are less expansive but
contain sufficient information to recreate provenance about a workflow run, a
service invocation, and the derivation and usage history of a data product. It
provides a light-weight and scalable implementation to meet the core needs of
recording and querying for these provenance graphs over hundreds of thousands
of service invocations and data products. In its current implementation, PRe-
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Serv is better suited to record provenance for a smaller number of workflows but
with rich XML annotation capabilities, while Karma is effective in meeting more
direct and scalable provenance needs in large collaboratories.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This article evaluates the performance of the Karma provenance framework in
collecting and querying for provenance from workflow executions, and finds it to
scale well with the size of the workflows and the number of concurrent clients.
The workloads used for the experiments are motivated by the requirements of
the LEAD meteorology project [13] and is relevant to similar scientific projects.
The workloads in themselves form a benchmark to compare and evaluate other
provenance systems, and such a comparison is done with the PReServ service.

Karma is currently deployed and being used in the LEAD testbed. Our future
work includes evaluating the performance of Karma for real workflow runs and
getting usable results for them by suppressing the I/O variations we encountered
in the data intensive applications – possibly by the use of local storage instead of
network file systems. In addition to visually browsing provenance graphs, we are
investigating further ways to apply provenance. Notable among these is on using
data provenance as a factor in predicting the quality of data products to assist
in data selection and ranking in collaboratory environments [17]. Provenance
helps identify applications that produce good or poor quality data as a function
of their inputs. In the quality model we propose, this provenance function is one
of several metrics used to estimate a quality score for derived data products.
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